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There are many transportation nodes in multimodal transport. It is more in line with the actual transportation situation to
reasonably select the transportation mode from the perspective of the elastic constraint of arrival time. Considering the elastic
constraint of arrival time, the soft time window factor is brought into the research of multimodal transport route optimization,
the route optimization model is established, and the appropriate genetic algorithm is selected and designed to deal with it. So
as to obtain the optimal transportation scheme of multimodal transport, multimodal transport system optimization involves
many factors such as multimodal transport organization, policy, process, responsibility, coordination, and environment.

1. Introduction

Intermodal transport is the use of at least two different
modes of transport to move goods from origin to destination
in a single transport unit like an ocean container, without
handling the goods themselves [1]. It plays a crucial role in
global trade and inland goods transportation. Multimodal
transport can improve the efficiency, security, and flexibility
compared to a single mode of transport while meeting the
requirements of shippers. Multimodal transport improves
the ongoing operational efficiency of the logistics system.
Both improvements are achieved by integrating different
modes of transport into a single transport network that
exploits the comparative advantages of the different modes.
In today’s globalized marketplace, the suppliers are more
likely to need to reach the customers over great distances
[2, 3]. The demand for intermodal freight transportation is
increasing and is expected to continue to do so. The rapid
development of China’s economy has pushed the rapid
growth of China’s port cargo throughput. The container
throughput of Shanghai Port, Shenzhen Port, and Ningbo
Port in 2019 was 43.3 million TEU, 27.53 million TEU,
and 25.77 million TEU, respectively, ranking the first, the

third, and the fourth in the global container throughput.
The European Commission (EC) has recognized that shift-
ing freight flows from road to more sustainable modes of
transport, such as rail, inland waterways, and maritime
transport, is a key policy strategy to “create a sustainable
transport system that meets society’s economic, social and
environmental needs” [4–6].

The majority of long-distance transport demand in the
USA and the rest of the world is met by road transport–like
trucks. However, road transport also causes significant envi-
ronmental and congestion problems due to the economic
benefits of this mode of transport and the resulting level of
service provided to customers. So, it is useful to select the
best routes to substantially decrease logistics costs in inter-
national intermodal networks [7, 8].

2. Literature Review

There is a rich literature on the vehicle routing problem and
how to choose the optimal path for multimodal carriers in
multimodal networks. In fact, an intermodal network usu-
ally has several nodes from origin to destination. Previous
mathematical formulas for intermodal network design have
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many variables and decision constraints, making them diffi-
cult to formulate for large networks, even when other deci-
sions are not taken into account. To solve this problem
and incorporate tactical decisions into network design prob-
lems, Ghane-Ezabadi [9] developed a combinatorial variable
formulation where the entire path of a packet from source to
destination is treated as a single combinatorial variable in
the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem for-
mulation. They developed a form of mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) in which the entire path of a packet
from source to destination is treated as a single variable.
They affect transport costs and the cost of goods in circula-
tion when planning the transport and logistics network.
Xiong [10] proposed a two-stage multiobjective Taguchi
genetic algorithm to solve a multimodel routing problem
with time windows. A mathematical model was constructed
with two ideal destinations, different available transport
modes and different required delivery times. Rosyida [11]
developed an intermodal transportation model that extends
to the VRP model and its recovery model and used the meta-
heuristics, namely, genetic algorithm and simulated anneal-
ing, for the NP-hard problem.

Nearly all of the consulted studies concluded that prices
or costs of freight transport are the most important perfor-
mance. Confetera [12] notes that the reliability is somewhat
more important in the freight management phase, while
Cardebring [13] observes that for intermodal users, the most
important thing is the best price. Quality is of paramount
importance to road transport users. Most of the studies
reviewed concluded that the reliability over time was the
most important outcome, receiving a grade of Cardebring
[13], Confetera [12], Beuthe [14], or Vandaele [15], and
was more important than the journey time. De [16] found
that in the case of road transport, a 10% increase in travel
time is more reliable than a 10% decrease. This result also
applies to a subset of the study, namely, road transport of
containers by mode. Ekki [17] modelled the transport net-
work and the associated data with a multilabel graph on
travel time minimizing networks to find the shortest path
in intermodal transport networks. The developed path-
finding algorithm is presented, in particular by describing a
label correction method that updates certain labels associ-
ated with nodes in the graph. Wang [18] identified and
extended the link between the reduction of total operating
costs for carriers and hub operators in the context of a gen-
eral route choice model for combined carriers. He proposed
two methods to solve this problem, one providing a heuristic
solution and the other generating a global optimal solution.

Leblanc [19] used a branch-and-bound algorithm to
solve a binary programming model for urban transport net-
work planning, which solved the sub-boundary problem
assuming deterministic path utility and user equilibrium
principle. Meng [20] studied the capacity planning problem
for a continuous urban transport network based on the prin-
ciple of user equilibrium and solved it with an extended
Lagrange algorithm. Yamada [21] presented a two-stage
scheduling model for freight network planning, in which
the problem set is a multiclass problem involving several
classes of user traffic assignment problems with determinis-

tic routing. Several heuristic approaches have been tested on
real networks, including a genetic algorithm and procedures
based on a Tabu search method. As mentioned above, Meng
[22] presents the problem of planning an intermodal freight
network using deterministic routing services and solves it
using a hybrid genetic algorithm. Wang [23] proposed a
global optimization algorithm to solve the discrete transpor-
tation network planning problem using the relationship
between user equilibrium models and the optimal traffic
assignment scheme. The study by Min [24] addresses vari-
ous objectives and requirements for point management. He
has developed a finite probability planning model that min-
imizes costs and risks while meeting the various require-
ments of point management. The problem for
international multimodal transport companies is to find
the optimal route for shipments in an international multi-
modal transport network with time windows and costs
[25–27].

In the process of multimodal transport, it will be affected
by weather, traffic conditions, and other factors. In practice,
customers think that the transportation time is within an
elastic range, so they will consider how to minimize the
delivery time of the goods, that is, the path optimization
under the soft time window. In the research of route prob-
lem under soft time window constraints, Wei [28] studied
the influence of vehicle speed fluctuation on vehicle route
planning with soft time window, introduced the average
vehicle speed distribution function, established the route
optimization model based on the lowest distribution cost,
and designed an improved genetic algorithm. Chen [29]
summarized the types of soft time window penalty func-
tions, researched models and solution algorithms, and con-
sidered that it is very important to improve distribution
satisfaction of how to optimize the soft time window route.
Bao [30] considered soft time window, multitype vehicle,
and other factors; aimed at minimizing vehicle fixed cost,
transportation cost, and waiting time penalty cost; estab-
lished a multitype vehicle distribution route optimization
model under soft time window constraints; and introduced
an adaptive competitive strategy and an adaptive competi-
tive genetic algorithm for multitype vehicle selection. Kar-
oonsoontawong [31] studied the multitrip time-varying
vehicle route problem with soft time windows and timeout
constraints and proposed improving recursive multiobjec-
tive planning and equivalent single-objective planning. Bou-
chra [32] proposed an improved multiobjective local search
algorithm based on a hybrid approach in order to optimize
multiple mutually opposing objectives simultaneously.
Zare-Reisabadi [33] proposed a local search ant colony algo-
rithm and forbidden search algorithm. Iqbal [34] built a soft
time window multiobjective route optimization model and
solved it using a hybrid metaheuristic technique. Beheshti
[35] constructed a model for the soft time window route
problem and designed a hybrid generative metaheuristic.

From the above literature reviews, the scholars have
made many views in the multimodal path optimization.
There are numerous national and international scholars
who bring the time factor into the analysis of multimodal
transport route optimization and study the optimization of
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transportation route by solving the shortest transportation
time. Multimodal transport has the characteristics of long
distance and various uncertain factors in practice, so the
operators often consider the route optimization problem
with the minimum total cost under the constraint of soft
time window. At present, the research on route optimization
of soft time window is mainly from the perspective of urban
distribution, which only involves one mode of transporta-
tion. The research content is relatively simple. In this paper,
the soft time window constraint model is applied to the
route optimization of freight multimodal transport. The
total time of multimodal transport is set as an elastic time
range. The route selection optimization model with the goal
of minimizing the total cost of multimodal transport under
the constraint of soft time window is constructed. The
genetic algorithm is designed. The example is calculated
and solved by matlab2012a software. And the effectiveness
of the model and solution algorithm is verified.

2.1. Establishment of Optimization Multimodal Transport
Model under Soft Time Window Problem Description. If a
shipment of goods will be transported from “O” (the origin)
to “D” (the destination), there are N nodes (including “O”
and “D”) on the way of transportation, and there are M
modes of transport between each pair of nodes. Each mode
of transportation between nodes has corresponding trans-
portation distance, cost, and time, and different costs and
time are generated by the transit of goods between different
transportation modes at the midway nodes. In practice, the
goods are required to arrive the destination within a time
range. Detention charges will be incurred in case of early
delivery, and penalty charges will be incurred in case of late
delivery. How to choose an optimization transport route and
the corresponding internode transport mode to minimize
the total transport costs?

2.2. Model Assumes. In order to make the study of multi-
modal transport path optimization more consistent with
the actual situation, the following assumptions are made:

(1) Containers are used as carriers of transport during
the carriage of goods, and the volume of cargo
remains constant during transport

(2) The goods transfer only occurs at the nodes. In addi-
tion, the number of transits at a certain node shall
not more than one

(3) The carriage of goods between nodes can only rely
on a certain kind of transporter mode

(4) The impact of cargo damage, weather, and other fac-
tors on transportation shall not be considered

(5) The arrival of goods in advance will incur detention
charges

(6) The late arrival of the goods will incur penalty
charges

2.3. Model Establishment. Based on the lowest-cost model
for multimodal transport paths is set under the soft time

window, for example:
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Among them, q is the freight volume (unit: t); node i and

node j have k modes of transport, and the distance between
each node and modes is dkij; the unit transportation distance
cost of the unit cargo between node i and node j in k modes
of transport is ckij; in node i, the unit case transfer cost gen-
erated from the kmodes of transport to the l modes of trans-
port is ckli . If the transportation mode before and after the
node is the same, ckli = 0; the cargo transportation time from
node i to node j in k transport modes is tkij; if the k modes of

transport are adopted from node i to node j, then ykij = 1, or
ykij = 0; if the k modes of transport are changed to the l

modes of transport at node i, then xkli = 1, ðk ≠ lÞ; otherwise,
xkli = 0. In node i, the transit time generated from the k

modes of transport to the l modes of transport is tkli . If the
transportation mode before and after the node is the same,

tkli = 0; tki refers to the time when the goods transport opera-
tion reaches node i by the k modes of transport; tD refers to
the time when the goods transport operation reaches the
destination; Qk

ij refers to the limitation of load capacity from
node i to node j using k transport modes; The transportation
time range stipulated in the transportation contract is ½a, b�;
p1 is the unit time detention cost of goods waiting at the des-
tination ahead of time; p2 is the unit time penalty cost of
goods arriving at the destination after the specified time.

Equation (1) is a measure of the total cost of freight
transport. It is made up of four parts, which are the freight
transportation cost ∑i∈N∑j∈N∑k∈mc

k
ij ⋅ d

k
ij ⋅ y

k
ij ⋅ q; the freight

transfer cost ∑i∈N∑ðk,lÞ∈mc
kl
i ⋅ xkli ⋅ q; the detention cost caused
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by the early arrival of the cargo p1 max ða − tD, 0Þ; and the
penalty caused by the late arrival of the cargo p2 max ðtD −
b, 0Þ.

Constraint (2) indicates that only one mode of transpor-
tation between nodes can be used; Constraint (3) indicates
that goods between nodes can only be transferred once;
Constraint (4) indicates that during the transportation, the
total weight of the transported goods shall not exceed the
maximum load capacity of the transportation method k
between nodes; Constraint (5) indicates that the total trans-
portation time from node i to node j equals to the time from
the k modes of transport to node i plus the time from the k
modes of transport to the l modes of transport at node i and
plus the time from node i to node j using l transport modes;
Constraint (6) f is the early arrival detention cost function;
Constraint (7) g is the delay penalty cost function; Con-
straint (8) shows the continuity of the movement of goods
at transport nodes; Constraint (9) indicates that ykij, xkij are
both 0-1 variables.

3. Algorithm Implementation

3.1. Algorithm Choice. The network optimization problem in
this paper belongs to the category of network paths, and net-
work optimization itself belongs to a combinatorial optimi-
zation problem, which is also a NP problem. There are
many literatures that have proposed to solve the transporta-
tion network optimization problems, and a lot of new
methods for solving such problems have emerged in com-
puter technology. We summarized the network optimization
problems into two categories: deterministic algorithms and
random search algorithms.

Currently, there are many unique algorithms for solving
network path optimization problems, and each has its own
advantages and disadvantages in solving the problem of
adaptation. The network path problem itself is a combinato-
rial optimization problem, often with more local extreme
points, and the local extreme points are not the global opti-
mal solution to the problem. Moreover, for some large-scale
problems, the search space of the solution is relatively large,
and the difficulty of solving is also increased. As one of the
species of random search algorithms, the genetic algorithm
has good performance in dealing with such problems.
Therefore, this paper mainly applies the genetic algorithm
to the analysis of path optimization problems.

The genetic algorithm selects all individuals in the popu-
lation according to the relevant principles, calculates the
selection probability based on the fitness function, forms
new individuals through a series of individual crossovers
and variations, and finally converges to get the optimal solu-
tion. The operation of genetic algorithm is a typical search
iteration process. Aiming at the problem of multimodal
transport route optimization in this paper, the operation
steps of genetic algorithm can be described as follows, and
the solution flow is shown in Figure 1.

(1) Identify the relevant parameters of the problem

(2) Code the parameters

(3) Initialization of groups

(4) Calculate the value of the objective function and
determine the fitness function

(5) Select the corresponding genetic strategies to gener-
ate a new population

(6) Judge whether the population meets the convergence
condition, and if not, return to Step 6 by modifying
the corresponding genetic strategy or parameters

3.2. Multimodal Transport Network Description. A shipment
of goods will be transported from “O” (the origin city 1) to
“D” (the destination city 11). And there are nine node cities
for transportation operation as shown in Figure 2. It is
known that the weight of the goods is 10 t and it is planned
to use two transportations of 20 ft containers. This chapter
selects the hub cities with more developed transportation
and multiple transportation modes as the nodal cities. The
transportation operation requires the transportation carriers
to select a reasonable transportation path and transportation
mode to reach the destination within the time range speci-
fied by the customer in the transportation contract and min-
imize the total transportation cost. There are three modes of
transport between nodal cities: highway, waterway, and rail-
way, which can be selected. Moreover, different modes of
transportation can also be exchanged between node cities.
The calculation formula for transportation cost is
transportation cost = transportation base price ×
transportation distance × freight volume.

3.3. Data Statistics. The travel distance and time of different
transport modes between each node from “O” to “D” are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

In practice, there are some differences between the
inflow point and the transfer station of multimodal trans-
portation for the urban traffic conditions when the goods
at the nodes are transferred. For example, in node cities, rail-
way transportation needs to be converted into waterway
transportation; if the distance between ports and railway sta-
tions is relatively farther away, then the transit of goods
needs to be connected by road transportation, which will
indirectly increase the cost and time of the whole cargo
transportation.

So, we consider various situations and assumed that the
transfer process is carried out under ideal conditions. That
means that the transfer process of two nodes does not
require other ways of transportation as the transfer connec-
tion and there are no other costs generated except the trans-
fer cost. Detailed freight transfers cost and transit times are,
respectively, shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

3.4. Parameter Explain. According to the data of basic trans-
portation price, this paper assumes that the unit distance
price of road transportation is 0.6 yuan/ton·km, the unit dis-
tance price of waterway transportation is 0.2 yuan/ton·km,
and the unit distance price of railway transportation is
0.4 yuan/ton·km. The cost of a container, which is closely
related to the number of times it is used, is mainly
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considered in the process of cargo transshipment and does
not involve transportation costs.

For this cargo transportation, the delivery time range
required by the customer is (35, 40) (unit: h); the unit time
detention cost caused by the early arrival of the cargo p1 is
200 yuan/hour; and the unit time penalty cost caused by
the delayed arrival p2 is 200 yuan/hour. The population size
is 100; chromosome length is 19; crossover probability pc is
0.7; mutation probability pm is 0.1; and iteration times are
100.

3.5. Construction Diagram of Virtual Transportation
Network. There are three modes of transportation: highway,
railway, and waterway. According to the optional modes of
transportation, each node city is now expanded into three
virtual nodes (i.e., three inflow points and three outflow
points). The modes of transportation at the expansion nodes
are represented by corresponding graphs, as shown in
Figure 3. If the virtual transport network between the nodes
has an appropriate mode of transport, the county line indi-
cates that the goods can be delivered by that mode of trans-
port. According to the given data, the specific virtual

Determine file
parameter set

Code parameters

Initialization group

Evaluation group

Meet stop criteria

Genetic
manipulation

End

1. Calculate objective
function value

2. Mapping function
value to fitness value

1. Selection operation
2. Crossover operation
3. Mutation operation

Generate new
groups

Yes

No

Figure 1: Genetic algorithm solution flow.
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Figure 2: Cargo transportation network.

Table 1: Transport distance parameters between node cities.

Serial number
City
node

Transportation distance (unit: km)
Railway Waterway Highway

1 1-2 — — 28

2 2-3 26 28 28

3 2-4 31 — 26

4 2-5 27 — 29

5 3-7 — 60 50

6 4-5 30 — —

7 5-6 30 42 22

8 5-7 — — 38

9 6-8 45 — 48

10 6-9 32 — 40

11 7-8 — 55 45

12 8-10 35 43 —

13 9-10 — 37 30

14 10-11 — — 26

Note: “—” means there is no such transportation mode at the node.
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network for multimodal transport of goods can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 4.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that from city 1 to city 2,
the goods can only be delivered by highway. Therefore, there
is only the connection with highway points between node
cities 1 and 2. The goods from city 2 to city 3 can be trans-
ported by highway, waterway, and railway and to city 4 can
be transported by highway or railway. Therefore, from city 2
to the next city, there are two situations: one is continuous
transportation mode (still using same transportation mode)
and the other is different transfer mode (transferring by
other transportation mode), that is, from city 2 to the next
node city, still using highways or transferring by railway or
waterway.

3.6. Calculation and Analysis. The network path problem
itself is a combinatorial optimization problem that often

has a high number of local maximum points and is not the
optimal solution of the whole situation to the problem.
Moreover, for some large-scale problems, the search space
of the solution is also relatively large, and the difficulty of
solving them also increases. As one of the types of random
search algorithms, the genetic algorithm often has good per-
formance in dealing with such problems.

Because the network path problem belongs to the NP-
hard problem, it often has more local optimal values, but
not the global optimal value. Moreover, the search space
for some problems is very large, and the difficulty of solving
them also increases. The genetic algorithm is a heuristic
algorithm with good global search capabilities, so it is often
good at dealing with such problems.

Therefore, this paper mainly applies genetic algorithm to
analyze the path optimization problems. Based on the
designed genetic algorithm, the author uses MATLAB2012a
software to simulate the problem. The running environment
of computer is as follows: AMD A6-7310 processor; 4GB
memory; and 500G hard disk. By substituting the data, we
can get the optimal path of goods transportation: 1 → high-
way → 2 → railway → 5 → railway → 6 → railway → 8 →
railway → 10 → highway → 11. The total transportation
cost is 1372 yuan, and the total transportation time is 37
hours. The specific optimal solution iterative process is
shown in Figure 5.

At the same time, the optimal path of cargo transpor-
tation without considering the time window limitation is
calculated as follows: 1 → highway → 2 → highway →
5 → highway → 6 → highway → 9 → highway → 10
→ highway → 11. The total transportation cost is 1050
yuan, and the total transportation time is 27.5 hours. It
can be seen that the time window constraint still has a
certain impact on the calculation results. The path optimi-
zation without considering the time window constraint is
simply the path of the shortest transportation time and
the lowest transportation cost. If the transportation time
of the above routes is restricted, the goods will have a
detention cost of 1500 yuan due to early arrival, and the
final comprehensive cost of goods transportation will be
2550 yuan. In addition, we also note that the railway
transportation accounts for a large proportion of the opti-
mal path, which shows that the railway plays a positive
role in reducing costs and increasing efficiency. Therefore,
China should vigorously explore the development space of
railway in the process of developing multimodal transport.

In this thesis, other algorithms are used to test how effi-
ciently they solve problems. The specific results are shown in
Table 5.

As can be seen from the comparison of the above
results, the transportation route obtained by the genetic
algorithm is optimal under the constraint of the time win-
dow, which not only ensures the arrival within the speci-
fied time range, but also makes the total transportation
cost minimum. Compared with Dijkstra heuristic algo-
rithm and greedy algorithm, genetic algorithm improves
the transportation time by 2.6% and 3.9%, respectively;
and improves the transportation cost by 9.85% and
27.63%, respectively.

Table 2: Transport time parameters between node cities.

Serial number
City
node

Transportation time (unit: hours)
Railway Waterway Highway

1 1-2 — — 4.5

2 2-3 6 9 4

3 2-4 6.5 — 5

4 2-5 11.5 — 8

5 3-7 — 17 14

6 4-5 6 — —

7 5-6 10 6 4.5

8 5-7 — — 5

9 6-8 4 — 3

10 6-9 5 — 3

11 7-8 — 10 7

12 8-10 4 6.5 —

13 9-10 — 6 4.5

14 10-11 — — 3

Note: “—” means there is no such transportation mode at the node.

Table 3: Transit costs of various modes of transportation.

Type of shipping
Transfer cost (unit: yuan/box)

Railway Waterway Highway

Railway 0 45 25

Waterway 45 0 25

Highway 25 25 0

Table 4: Transit time of each mode of transportation.

Type of shipping
Transit time (unit: hours)

Railway Waterway Highway

Railway 0 2.2 1.5

Waterway 2.2 0 1.5

Highway 1.5 1.5 0
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4. Innovation Points

The current researches on path optimization under soft time
window are mainly majored in the urban distribution, prob-
lems which involve only one transportation mode, and it is
relatively simple. In this paper, we use the soft time window
factor for multimodal transportation route optimization
research. In the case of many transportation nodes, we
choose transportation vehicles reasonably and organize
transportation routes from the perspective of time elasticity,
which is more efficient and complex than previous research.

5. Conclusion

The summary of this paper are as follows:

(1) Multimodal transport is a complex integrated sys-
tem, and the system optimization involves many
aspects such as multimodal transport policy, trans-
portation specific process, the responsibilities of car-
riers, transportation modes, and transportation path
selection. So, it is more in line with the actual trans-
portation situation to reasonably select the

Highway outbound node

Railway outbound node

Waterway outbound node

Highway inbound node

Railway inbound node

Waterway inbound node

Figure 3: Transportation mode after node expansion.
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4

5
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11

Figure 4: Virtual network of multimodal transport of goods.

Reversal chromosome

Paternal chromosome 0 5 6 1 0 4 7 8 0 3 9 2

0 3 6 1 0 5 8 7 0 4 2 9

Figure 5: The results of optimal solution.

Table 5: Comparison of algorithm results.

Optimal path
Transportation cost

(unit: yuan)
Transportation time

(unit: hours)

Dijkstra heuristic
algorithm

1 → highway →2 → highway → 5 → highway → 7 → waterway → 8 →
waterway → 10 → highway → 11

1622 38

Greedy
algorithm

1→ highway→ 2→ railway→ 4→ railway→ 5→ railway→ 6→ railway
→ 9 → highway → 10 → highway → 11

1896 38.5

Genetic
algorithm

1 → highway → 2 → railway → 5 → railway → 6 → railway → 8 →
railway → 10 → highway → 11

1372 37
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transportation mode from the perspective of elastic
constraint of arrival time, and then we construct a
multimodal transportation path optimization model
under soft time windows

(2) This paper mainly applies genetic algorithm to ana-
lyze path optimization problems. Based on the
designed genetic algorithm, we use MATLAB2012a
software to simulate the problem. The computer
running environment is as follows: AMD A6-7310
processor; 4GB memory; and 500G hard disk. By
substituting the data, we can get the optimal path
of goods transportation: 1 → highway → 2 → rail-
way → 5 → railway → 6 → railway → 8 → railway
→ 10 → highway → 11. The transportation route
obtained by the genetic algorithm is optimal under
the constraint of the time window, which not only
ensures the arrival within the specified time range,
but also makes the total transportation cost
minimum

In this paper, we only studied the optimization of multi-
modal transportation paths under time windows. We hope
that these areas will be improved in the future with possible
extensions such as the following:

(1) In considering the time window constraint, each lot
transportation time is different due to the difference
of transportation modes and the distance, so how to
consider the time window constraint for each lot
needs to be further studied

(2) In this paper, we study multimodal transportation
optimization problems applied the soft time window
constraint model only considering cost and time fac-
tors; we could also need to consider other factors
such as environment in the future research
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